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DISCLAIMER

This is a work of stolen genius.
Everything substantive contained herein has been stolen
from somewhere, aggregated and analysed, dissected and
displayed.
Where possible I have cited sources when I knew that I was
using them.
Often, however, I steal things without realizing. If I have
stolen any of your thoughts and not credited you, I will
happily post the correction if you let me know.
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The point of this document is to help you be a little more
informed about mobile technologies that are probably going
to be quite important soon, if they aren’t already.
The future is mobile it would seem.
I hope you find it useful.
Like any piece of technology-based future-gazing, it
becomes out of date immediately it is written, and I wrote
this a while ago.
Forgive any irrelevance and thanks for your time.
Bestest,
Faris
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Trends
5 TRENDS FOR NOW AND SOON
SHORT TERM – 12-18 MONTHS
Consumers finally begin to use mobile data services, triggered by a combination of
flat rate data billing [one of the biggest hurdles has been a lack of understanding
about how they were being charged for browsing] and devices with better screens
and interfaces.
This will allow a number of nascent behaviours to achieve wider adoption:
1. PC integration – email is the first step [still relatively limited email use on
mobiles] followed by document viewing
2. Phones as hard drive – MMC cards up to 8GB will allow business users to forget
their USB sticks once interoperability makes using them easier in all laptops
3. Increased mobile internet browsing and over the air downloads – especially of
music
4. Increased adoption of mobile video content – mobile TV trials have
demonstrated a lack of interest in broadcast TV on mobiles – but, as with the
Internet, some short form video content will be adopted
5. Social networking on mobiles – deals are already in place between large social
networks and operators to pre-install access on network handsets. Operators like
Helio in the USA stake their positioning on the phones as social devices,
collapsing IM, voice and social networking

MEDIUM TERM – 3-5 YEARS
1. The rise of location based services triggers hyperconnectivity – spatial,
temporally aware devices allow users to interact with content, the world, each
other, in real time and place
a.
b.
c.
d.

Never get lost
Always know where your friends are
Get directions to anywhere
Location specific messaging and offers from trusted friends / brands

This is part of a larger trend – augmented reality – the overlaying of data onto
the real world – that won’t be device specific.
2. Mobile VOIP – the 3 Skype phone heralds the dawn of a new age of telephony –
new business models will have to develop as all voice becomes IP data traffic
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3. The end of the landline – wires are being phased out across all technology
sectors – the landline is already the vestigial remainder of another age – having
two numbers simply makes no sense.
4. Mobiles becoming the dominant internet access device – around much of the
world this will be the case and once screens and interface hit a certain level
here, much day to day internet activity – updates, email, checking, will largely by
done on a mobile device.
5. Mobile interaction – using mobile devices to interact with the world, either as a
micro / e-payment device, or to transfer/absorb data from specific locations
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Bandwidth
4G standards
4G, an acronym for Fourth-Generation Communications System, is a term used to
describe the next step in wireless communications. A 4G system will be able to
provide a comprehensive IP solution where voice, data and streamed multimedia can
be given to users on an "Anytime, Anywhere" basis, and at higher data rates than
previous generations. There is no formal definition for what 4G is; however, they key
objective of 4G will be a fully IP based integrated system, ushering in a true
convergence of the wired and the wireless. VOIP will become the dominant voice
transfer protocol once this happens.
As we move towards a ratified 4G standard, it is likely that there will be number of
interim standards competing in the mobile broadband space.

The Road to 4G
WiMAX, the Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access, is a technology aimed
at providing wireless data over long distances in a variety of ways, from point-topoint links to full mobile cellular type access.
It was designed to be "a standards-based technology enabling the delivery of
last mile wireless broadband access as an alternative to cable and DSL."
Some mobile companies, such as Sprint Nextel in the USA, are looking at using
WiMAX to provide higher bandwidth to handsets. Sprint announced in December
2007 that a full commercial launch of their WiMax network is scheduled for 2008.
Competing standards include Flash OFDM [Orthogonal
Multiplexing] and UMB [Ultra Mobile Broadband].

Frequency

Division

Strategy Analytics, a technology consultancy, predicts that by 2010 there will be
more than 500 million mobile broadband subscribers in the world. Juniper Research
projects total mobile broadband subscribers will total 1.2 billion by 2012.
Projections of this sort are essentially just opinions in numerical form. However, what
can be said with confidence is that within the next three to five years, using a mobile
handset to check e-mail, upload holiday photographs, blog or engage in multi-player
games, with or without a laptop computer attached, will become second nature.
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Interfaces
Nearly a quarter of phones returned for being faulty are working properly, a recent
survey suggested. The problem is people just cannot figure out how to use them.
As manufacturers struggle to pack in more features, mobile phone users struggle to
get them to work.
With increasing depths of lists and menus making the user experience more complex,
designers are looking for ways to help users to understand what is happening on the
screen.
QWERTY keyboards feature on some, others highlight additional functions, such as
music playback, via additional hardware controls.
The prevailing trend for interface design that enables multi feature interaction, is the
virtual control system, such as featured on the iPhone.
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A touch sensitive LCD screen where the buttons
should be allows this virtual keypad to change
depending on what mode the phone is in.
The iPhone represents an important development
as it provides a multi-touch screen, enabling
multiple functions.
Touchscreens are not new and do present
challenges as well as solutions – they don’t provide
feedback that lets you feel what you are doing –
you are just touching a screen.
By using a finely honed vibrate function, and
audible clicks, it may be possible to recreate the
feel of a button being pressed, or even a slider
being slid.
Other phone makers are looking at even more radical user interfaces, such as taking
a leaf from the new Nintendo Wii games console's motion sensitive controllers.
Footage has been seen of a Korean phone with a motion sensor, which supposedly
lets you write your numbers in the air.
Devices containing multi-axis accelerometers will be able to record and translate
movement into digital instructions for your device.

.
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Hardware
1/ GPS
Global Positioning System enabled handsets have already come on to the market
with Nokia N95.
Global shipments of GPS-enabled mobile phones are expected to more than
quadruple between 2006 and 2011, market watchers predict.
Research firm iSuppli said that GPS mobile handset shipments will jump from 109.6
million units in 2006 to 444 million units by 2011.
Nearly 30 per cent of all mobile phones shipped by 2011 will have GPS capability, up
from 11.1 per cent in 2006.
GPS makes phones spatially aware, enabling a host of new applications and services.
Key in its potential attraction to phone networks is its ability to deliver location-based
data services, including mapping.
Another feature is the "Finder" capability – currently supported by Finish telephone
company Benefon.
This will let you locate and track anyone on your contacts list that also has one of the
phones. If you come within a certain range of a nominated list of people in your
address book, the phone will send a message over the phone network asking that
person if their location can be revealed to you.
If the recipient agrees, both phones will show the contacts' locations, and you can
navigate towards each other using onscreen maps.
It also opens up the possibility of location specific advertising. Local ads and local
search are a huge market and linking them to your actual location opens up a whole
raft of possibilities for targeting and relevance, in the first instance from retailers, but
increasingly from all brands looking to find relevant moments to communicate.

2/ Cameras
Camera phone penetration reached 75% in the UK in Feb 2007 [M-Metrics]. Cameras
convert phones into an input / capture / creation device, and change the way people
think about their phones and photography.
High end camera phones offer multi mega pixels – 5MP is becoming standard, 15MP
has been rumoured. Ultimately camera phones are likely to be ubiquitous. This will
enable a picture of the world to develop via billions of eyes.
Nokia alone expects to sell about 200 million camera phones this year and aims to
sell more than 250 million in 2008.
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Camera phone technology provides the backbone for numerous innovations and
technologies, detailed below, such as augmented reality, visual search, moblogging.
From camera phones, the hardware developments move towards full motion video
capture and HD. Nokia intends to begin shopping HD Video phones by 2010.
Research firm Gartner has estimated that 8 percent to 10 percent of phones might
have HD video capability by 2010 or 2011.

3/ Memory
Memory on phones is increasing rapidly, in both internal hard drive and MMC
multimedia flash cards.
MMCs are currently available up to 8GB but this will continue to increase rapidly.
Nokia projects that by 2010 it will be shipping handsets with 100GB internal storage
– enough to store an average person’s entire digital media collection – in effect
becoming a portable hard drive of all your files.

4/ Projectors
Several companies, including Texas and Siemens, have unveiled working prototypes
of mobile devices that incorporate projectors.
While screen size on some devices is inevitably going to grow, especially as virtual
keyboards take over, the screen size will still be unable to do justice to the
increasingly rich media features.
Projectors will enable screens to be projected on to surfaces, or enable a virtual
keyboard to be projected to facilitate interaction.
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Content and Applications
Current UK Usage
U.K. Mobile Subscriber Monthly Consumption
Applications
M:Metrics Benchmark Survey: February 2007
Activity
Subscribers (1000s)
Sent Text Message
38,080
Used Photo Messaging
13,188
Browsed News and Information
6,092
Used Personal E-Mail
3,136
Downloaded Mobile Game
2,252
Purchased Ringtone
1,949
Used Mobile Instant Messenger
1,854
Used Work E-Mail
1,571
Purchased
Wallpaper
or 895
Screensaver

of

Content

Pct
85.6%
29.6%
13.7%
7.0%
5.1%
4.4%
4.2%
3.5%
2.0%

and

Pct Change
0.3%
(1.4%)
(4.0%)
(1.7%)
(6.6%)
(5.7%)
(0.6%)
(6.0%)
(1.1%)

Source: M:Metrics, Inc., Copyright © 2006. Survey of U.K. mobile subscribers. Data based on three-month
moving average for period ending 28 February, 2007, n= 15,536

Location / Mapping

Maps

Mapping can operate separately of GPS, but is obviously enhanced by it.
Mapping allows you to find your location, determine paths from A to B, navigate and
then access location specific data.
Typical cases:
Show me where I am
Show me the nearest X
Show me the route to X
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Nokia has put mapping at the heart of its future plans. Nokia aims to produce better
maps for pedestrians after completing its $8.1bn acquisition of map-supplier Navteq,
leaving the car-navigation market largely to others.
Michael Halbherr, head of Nokia's location-based activities, said: "It's not really our
intention to take market share away. It's our intention to grow the market."
At the Morgan Stanley Technology, Media and Telecoms conference in Barcelona, he
said: "We want to take the intelligent mapping experience to the pedestrian."
As mapping develops, it will go to the next level. That's one of the things where
communities can help. Employing camera capture, it means people can capture
content, put it on the map and share it with others.”
Yahoo’s TagMaps is an early version of this sort of collaborative mapping, which builds
a weighted tag cloud on yahoo maps depicting correlating tags on pictures of the
area.

Mobile Visual Search
Visual search is a crucial development in the evolution of the mobile and the wireless
web. By enabling the camera phone to take a picture and turn that picture into a data
input, the mobile can suddenly interact with the real world.
Facial and object recognition technology will allow users to a picture of a movie
billboard, and then send the image to a special database that returns a film trailer,
locates a cinema showing the movie advertised on the billboard or allows the user to
buy tickets to the movie.
Neven Vision, recently purchased by Google, has developed software that can be
embedded in handsets or in a download from a Web site.
Neven's marketing application, called iScout, turns traditional forms of advertising
such as magazines, billboards, newspapers, as well as any white space on a product,
into a Web marketing tool.
"All these surfaces in the
physical world can now be
hyperlinked, and they all turn
into added information. A milk
bottle gets a whole different
value," said Hartmut Neven,
chief executive officer of Neven
Vision.

Mobot, seen above, is another mobile visual search solution provider, again focused
on leveraging the potential as an advertising interaction tool.
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Messaging
Text messaging was the surprise for mobiles, growing from a technology for network
engineers to a multi-billion pound revenue stream.
Messaging now encompasses Multimedia Messaging [MMS] and mobile email.
Increasingly, as bandwidth to the handset increases and coverage becomes
guaranteed, Mobile Instant Messaging seems likely to grow, as well video messaging.
According to ABI research:
“Mobile video messaging is perfectly positioned to take advantage of the convergence
of increased mobile device capabilities and consumers’ desire for broader
communication options beyond voice. In fact, we expect the opportunity for mobile
video services to produce a compound annual growth rate of nearly 60%, amounting
to $10 billion in 2012.”

Orange already offer video messaging

However, it should be remembered that SMS will continue to grow and is likely to
remain the core data revenue provider for some years to come.
SMS use in the UK continues to grow at a remarkable rate:
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Source: Mobile Data Association

Contrary to expectations, it’s hasn’t flattened out in mature markets as expected but
continues to boom.
However, as markets achieve significant smartphone penetration, especially among
youth, mobile instant messaging is expected to become significant.
By 2011, Portio Research predicts, mobile instant messaging (MIM), especially in
markets such as North America and the UK, will supplant SMS as the mainstream
messaging service as smartphones and wireless Internet proliferate. Operators, the
report suggests, need to strike a balance between SMS and IM pricing in order to
prevent the cannibalisation of SMS revenues in the future.
That said, the asynchronous nature of SMS, making it like short form email,
responded to at leisure, guarantee it a healthy future.

Mobile TV
Mobile TV has been undergoing tests and
hype pushes since 2005 but thus far there
has
been
little
enthusiasm
from
consumers. Recently, Virgin Mobile ended
its mobile TV service due to lack of
demand.
A recent survey from Canalys, the
researcher, found that half of the public
has no interest in the concept of mobile
TV, regardless of cost and available
content.
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The technology has confounded expectations elsewhere also. Nokia, for instance,
found that South Korean teenagers, the most enthusiastic adopters so far, mostly
watch it in their bedrooms - an environment where a need for mobility seems
minimal.
Nevertheless, a report from Screen Digest, the researcher, predicts that mobile TV
will generate €4.7 billon a year in revenues by 2011. The format’s future in the UK,
meanwhile, may rest on the forthcoming auction of spectrum vacated by
conventional television’s switch to digital, which could be used for mobile TV.
Like many mobile technologies, there are competing standards in place. The EC gave
its support to the Nokia and Motorola-supported DVB-H technology for broadcasting
TV to mobile phones. DVB-H - or Digital Video Broadcasting for Handhelds - is the
most widely-adopted of the three technologies that enable mobile TV in the
European Union.
"DVB-H technology is the strongest contender for future mobile TV, with successful
commercial launches and trials in 18 European countries, and increasingly
worldwide," said Viviane Reding, the EC's media and telecoms commissioner.
Rival systems used for mobile TV in Europe include DMB or Digital Multimedia
Broadcasting, which is widely used in South Korea, and another provided by US firm
Qualcomm . In the UK, Virgin Mobile offers DMB-based technology, while Vodafone ,
T-Mobile and O2 plan to show mobile TV using DVB-H.
According to a Nokia funded report from the London School of Economics,
Personalisation and interactivity will be the key drivers of mobile TV.
The report, titled 'This Box Was Made For Walking', examines the future impact of
mobile TV on the broadcasting and advertising industries.

The report predicts that the
introduction and adoption of mobile
TV will ultimately give way to a
more personal and private TV
experience than that of traditional
broadcast TV, with big implications
for users, content providers and
advertisers. Users will be able to
receive content anytime, anywhere,
choose what is most relevant to
them, and even create and upload
their own television content, while content providers and advertisers will be able to
tailor their offerings more specifically to the user.
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"For mobile TV to become more than just television on the move, it will have to build
on existing channels, programmes, and ways of watching television and using the
Internet." said Dr Shani Orgad. "Mobile TV will become a multimedia experience with
an emphasis on personalisation, interactivity and user-generated content."
"We are currently entering a new era in television, that of personal TV and video
consumption," said Harri Männistö, Director, Multimedia, Nokia. "This LSE report
highlights the opportunities for both broadcasters and advertisers in this new mobile
television era."
According to the report, the current trend of user generated content, as seen by the
phenomenal growth of YouTube, will be a key feature of mobile TV. As consumers
increasingly use their mobile devices to create video content, new broadcast
platforms will emerge to distribute this content to other mobile users. The s
television channel Current TV is a good indicator of the future with 30% of its
programming consisting of user-generated content. Youtube has been bundled as
part of a number of new handsets, including the iPhone.

Introducing the five second ad spot
Dr Orgad examined the impact of mobile TV on the advertising industry and predicts
new opportunities for the industry as it is able to better target and interact with key
audiences. On mobile TV, advertisers will be able to pinpoint their messages to users
according to very specific levels not possible with traditional TV and at success rates
higher than those of the Internet.
The report also reveals that advertisers are currently experimenting with five and
seven second-long ad spots to be better suited to the 'snacking culture' of mobile TV
viewing.
What will people watch?
The report predicts that mobile TV programming will be a combination of original
content from broadcast television and new content made specifically for mobile.
It is expected that the most popular genres and programmes on mobile TV will be
news, entertainment (soaps, reality shows, comedy, animation), sport, music and
children's programmes. Moreover, the content will be tailored with the mobile viewer
in mind:
* Much shorter and more concise news bulletins
* User interactivity in the plots of reality TV shows and game shows
* Growing importance of user-generated content
* New distribution formats: in China, for instance, the movie Kung Fu Hustle was
made into ten segments for mobile TV

New TV content
The mobile TV viewing experience is also likely to see new programme formats
emerging. These include:
9
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* Talking heads and close ups - due to the small screen size, broadcasters will need
to focus on talking heads, where viewers will be able to watch close-ups and see
the details, rather than capturing a wide screen
* 'Snackable content' - mobile TV content will need to be suitable for 'snacking'.
* Mobisodes - mobisodes are fragmented and small made-for-mobile episodes that
cater to bite-sized portions of content on the go.
* Visual spectacle - programmes will need to emphasise visual spectacle over
conventional narrative and be image-orientated.
* Local content - content should be relevant for the here-and-now of viewers.

MVNOs and new business models
As the mobile network business becomes increasingly commoditised, new models
begin to spring to tap ever smaller niches to maximize network usage and introduce
new revenue streams.
The first new operator models were the MVNO – mobile virtual network operators –
in essence a branding operation that re-sold spare capacity on other networks.
Virgin Mobile was the first commercially successful MVNO in the UK and now claims
more than 4 million subscribers.
Recent MVNOs have begun to incorporate advertising solutions into their offering.
Virgin Mobile in the US has a service called Sugar Mama where a user earns free
airtime call minutes for every minute of advertising or brand surveys they complete.
In the UK, virtual network operator Blyk offers free calls and texts to 16- to 24- yearolds who agree to receive marketing messages from select advertisers.
In the USA content or community based MVNOs have been established, to tap into
assumed increase in mobile data revenues and service young consumers whose
communication behaviours are considered distinct from the mainstream.
Companies such as Boost and Helio offer unique handsets and focus on the youth
market, using celebrities and partnerships [such as Helios /Myspace] to attract young
subscribers.
Whilst such offers currently have very small subscriber base, they claim higher ARPU
[average revenue per user] due to increased data usage.
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Mobile Gaming
As with all data services it is assumed
that game adoption and usage will
increase as costs come down.

Previous
experiments
with
game
specific phones have had limited
success, but as better screens and
interfaces develop for mobile phones,
people will begin to play more.

The market will continue to divide itself into two: An increasing number of people
who consider themselves as gamers will be playing mobile games, sometimes this
will be a cross-platform experience where the player can access the same game from
various platforms including mobile. This is converged gaming.
“Snack” or casual games will be still very important part of the business. Currently
these kinds of games generate most of the revenue in mobile games industry.
Games incorporating other phones elements – such as the camera or GPS
functionality – will develop, potentially spawning new genres of game that take full
advantage of the specificities of the platform.
New purchase and trial models will also help increase market adoption –with
advertiser funded games potentially providing a zero cost entry point and new
market / revenue stream for developers.
As with most mobile technologies, this sector has been massively over-hyped,
leading to early adopters being stung and becoming wary following unsatisfying
initial experiences of games ported to mobiles.
However, the potential of mobile games is obvious. In particular, the vision of
networked, multi-player play has yet to materialize. Additionally, the accelerometer in
iPhones allows for an entirely new way to interface with games, which Apple is
looking to leverage to drive game adoption on its device.
Devices such as the Nintendo DS have shown that the market for mobile gaming is
expansive – the most successful games come from genres that fit well with the
mobile phone not being graphic intensive, but rather puzzle or quiz based – Brain
Training, Scrabble– which suggests that the barriers to adoption remain interface
based.
Nokia’s decision to turn N-Gage into a platform for NSeries devices will also expand
its potential gaming universe.
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ADDENDUM :APP STORE
Since the initial draft of this document was created, things have changed.
One of the most significant changes in relation to mobile phone applications and
content came with the launch of the Apple ‘App Store.’
Launched in July 2008, the App Store allows simple downloads to the iPhone via a
widget on the home screen.
Since launch, more than 60 million applications have been downloaded to the iPhone
and iPod Touch, from a range of more than 3000 games, calendars, productivity
applications and more.
Although many are offered for free, some retail for up to $10 and sales via the App
Store averaged $1 million a day in sales in the first month.
The ease of installation, existing billing relation through iTunes and increased
functionality of the iPhone applications have greatly increased adoption.
The success of the App Store inevitable triggered competition. Google has
announced plans for an Android App Store and Microsoft is rumoured to be working
on an App Store called Skymarket, to launch alongside Windows Mobile 7 in 2009.
The future of mobiles lies at the fulcrum of consumer desire and corporate
development.
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